The book represents the information about Ukrainian Academy of Printing the unique Higher Education establishment which trains specialists for Publishing and Printing branch in Ukraine and abroad.
Nowadays Ukrainian Academy of Printing is a leading educational institution training specialists for Graphic Arts industry and related fields including Fine Arts, Printing Technologies, Electronic Media, Packaging Design, Engineering, Advertising, and Economics.

Every year 35 professors, Doctors of Sciences, 165 associate professors and 138 lecturers carry out the training process and fulfill scientific researches at 20 departments. They apply a lot of efforts to give their students good knowledge, professional experience and train them to be highly skilled specialists and researchers.

Academy owns two printing houses, the training and demonstration centre of “Heidelberg” company, computer classrooms, libraries, 2 student dormitories and other facilities.

After graduating from our Academy our students have opportunities to continue their postgraduate and doctoral studies in the fields of Printing Technologies, Engineering and Economics. At present Ukrainian Academy of Printing implements the European standards and develops new curricula in order to integrate into European educational environment.
Awards:

2007 – bronze medal in the nomination «Integration of Science and Education at High School»;
2008 – silver medal in the nomination «Implementation of Pedagogical Achievements into Education»;
2009 – silver medal in nomination «Integration of Science and Education at High School»;
2009 – Diploma for an Innovative Activity in National Education;
2010 – gold medal in nomination «Integration of Higher Education of Ukraine into European Science and Education».
2011 Grand Prix diploma «Higher Education Leader in Ukraine»
2011 Grand Prix diploma «International Cooperation»
2012 Grand Prix and diploma in nomination «Informational IT technologies in HEE»
2012 Grand Prix and golden medal in nomination «Best HEE site»
2013 Diploma «Leader in Scientific and Scientific - Technical Activity»
2013 Diploma and Grand Prix in nomination «International cooperation in the field of Education and Science»
2014 Grand Prix in nomination «Scientific - research activity of the Higher educational establishment»

With the Ambassador of Ukraine in Poland while awarding the diploma of “Honoured Professor of Warsaw University of Technology” (Poland)
Facts and Figures

Founded in: 1930
Number of students: 5400
Number of staff: 318

Main UAP Office
(19, Pid Holoskom str. Lviv)

Faculties:

Computer Printing Engineering
(21, Kotshiubynskogo str. Lviv)

Economics and Book Business Organization
(17, Pidvalna str. Lviv)

Publishing and Printing Information Technologies
(3, Lychakivska str. Lviv)

UAP Printing College
(1, Mytna sq, Lviv)
The international activity of the Ukrainian Academy of Printing is focused on the improvement of training process through the constant update of methodology and content of study curricula, students and staffs exchange. The Academy aims to enlarge scientific cooperation with advanced research institutions and leading companies and to engage foreign students and scientists to study and fulfill the researches at the Academy.

Basic fields of international activity of the Academy involve:

- training of Ukrainian students and teachers at foreign educational institutions;
- training of specialists from abroad countries at the UAP;
- training of Bachelor and Master students for foreign countries;
- participation in the international grants and projects;
- participation in the international conferences and exhibitions;
- scientific researches in the fields of printing engineering and technologies on demand of foreign companies;
- cooperation with foreign companies focused on the organization of students work placement and providing the Academy with modern printing equipment and materials.

Every year the Ukrainian Academy of Printing extends its international relations. Nowadays we closely cooperate with about 30 higher educational institutions and printing companies from Belgium, Czech Republic, China, Hungary, Germany, Great Britain, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan.

The cooperation with the world-known printing companies “Kolbus”, “Heidelberg”, “KBA”, “Man-Roland”, helps us to provide our students and teaching staff with up-to-date knowledge, to equip our research laboratories and training centers with modern printing equipment, technologies and materials.

Meeting at Artevelde High School from Ghent city (Belgium)

Signing the Agreement between Stuttgart HD&M and UAP (Germany)

Meeting at HTWK Leipzig (Germany)

Signing the Agreement between Warsaw Technical University and UAP (Poland)

Negotiations with German Association of Machinebuilding Companies (Germany)

Signing the Agreement with MWSZ Krosno (Poland)

36-th International Circle of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts, Technology and Management in Lviv
Agreement with State Higher Professional School named after Y. Grodko, Sanok (Poland)

Agreement with Institute of Papermaking and Printing of Lodz University of Technology (Poland)

Agreement with Ukrainian Free University from Munich (Germany)

Agreement with Krakow Pedagogic University (Poland)

Agreement with University of St. Cyril and Methodius (Bulgaria) and Kyiv Law University (Ukraine)

Agreement between UAP and Obuda University (Hungary)

Agreement between UAP and Bergische University, Wuppertal (Germany)

Meeting in Munich Technical University (Germany)
Agreement with Regional Chamber of Commerce in Przemysl (Poland)

Agreement with Rzeszow University of Information Technology and Management (Poland)

Meeting at Iverdon University (Switzerland)

Meeting at Bergische University (Germany)

Meeting at HTWK, Leipzig (Germany)

Presentation of UAP at the International Circle of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts, Technology and Management in Iverdon (Switzerland)

Meeting at Darmstadt Technical University (Germany)

Meeting with the members of Krakow Association of Printers (Poland)

UAP delegation in University of Ljubljana (Slovenia)

Meeting at HTWK, Leipzig (Germany)

UAP delegation in Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication (China)
International scientific conference dedicated to 500th anniversary of the birth of Ivan Fedorovich in Lviv, UAP

International Conference of Printers and Printing Higher Educational Establishments of Central and Eastern Europe held in Lviv, UAP
In 1976 the first foreign students started their study at the former Ukrainian Institute of Printing. Within the years 1979-1983 about 200 specialists were trained to work in the fields of publishing and printing of 32 countries all over the world. Since 1992 the Academy enrolls postgraduate students from abroad to continue their study at the Academy. Many postgraduate students from Georgia, Poland, Syria, Tunisia and Yemen successfully fulfilled scientific researchers and defended their Doctoral thesis here.

In 1996 the Preparatory Department started to train foreign students at the Academy. For a moment we have more than 50 students from Azerbaijan, Belorussia, China, Georgia, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lithuania, Moldova, Slovakia, Russia and Turkmenistan. After accomplishing the study the graduates work in the scientific and educational institutions as well at the printing companies of their countries.

In 2000 the Academy joined the International Circle of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts, Technology and Management. Since that time students and teachers of the Academy were highly involved in many international events:


2000 (Finland, Tampere) – participation in the 7th International Congress of Slavists.

2001 (Russia, St.-Petersburg) – International Circle of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts, Technology and Management.

2002 (Poland, Wroclaw) – International Conference «Typography 2002».

2003 (Germany, Leipzig) – International Conference «Typography 2003».

2003 (Lviv) – International Conference “Ukrainian Publishing: achievements, perspectives, staff”.


2005 (Lviv) – 35th International Circle of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts, Technology and Management.


2007 – international research projects with Beijin Institute of Graphical Communications and Kaunas Technical University.

2008 – Research and development projects for “Colbus” and “Heidelberg” companies.

Students International Cooperation:

Annual International Students Conferences:
“Future of Graphic Arts” – Chemnitz Technical University (Germany);
“Youth without Borders” – Rzeszow University of Information Technologies and Management, European University named after J.Tishner (Poland);
“Youth and Graphic Arts” – Moscow University of Printing Arts (Russia);
2008 – joint project “Illustrated Book about Ukrainian Academy of Printing and Stuttgart HdM”;
2007-2008 – training of Ukrainian students at «Donelli», «Winkowski» and «Ortis» printing companies (Poland);
2009-2011 – study of Ukrainian students at HTWK Leipzig (Germany);
2012 – 2013 joint project “Illustrated Book about Ukrainian Academy of Printing and HTWK Leipzig”.

International Conference in Chemnitz (Germany)

Discussion of Joint Students Project about Stuttgart HdM and UAP
Annual events:

Every year professors from Bergische University of Wuppertal, Stuttgart HdM (Germany), Artevelde Hogshschool (Ghent, Belgium) give lectures for Ukrainian students and take part in scientific conferences and seminars organized by our Academy: “Book Qualilogy”, “Computer Technologies for Printing”, “Tyktor Readings”, Ukrainian-Polish Forum of Publishers in Lviv and Krakow. Instead, the professors from UAP visit the above-mentioned high schools as well Warsaw and Lodz Technical University and Moscow University of Printing Arts to teach students and discuss the methodology and study curricula with their foreign colleagues.

Annually lecturers from UAP have possibilities to get training at Bergische University of Wuppertal, Darmstadt University, Chemnitz Technical University, HTWK Leipzig, Stuttgart HdM and Print Promotion Training Center (Germany), Harvard and Michigan Universities (USA). It helps them to get up-to-date knowledge and sustain good professional skills necessary for students training.
Visit of the Tajik Mejlis Speaker to UAP

Meeting with the vice-president of the Polish Publishers’ Association

International Circle Meeting in Switzerland

Members of Gutenberg Society Awarding of Title ‘Honoured Doctor of UAP’ to Gabor Petrovszki

Visit of Rector of Bergische University to UAP

Scientific Seminar at AZP Company (Germany)

Agreement with HTWK, Leipzig (Germany)

Discussion of the Agreement in Print Media Academy, Cologne (Germany)

International Circle Meeting in Switzerland

34th International Circle Meeting (Uzbekistan)
The Rules of Enrolment of Foreign Citizens

The Ukrainian Academy of Printing enrolls the citizens of Ukraine, foreigners as well as individuals without citizenship who live on the territory of Ukraine legally, have relative educational (educational qualification) level and wish to receive higher education.

The peculiarities of enrolment and studying of the foreigners and individuals without citizenship in higher educational establishments of Ukraine:

1. The enrolment of foreigners and individuals without citizenship is made according to the Law of Ukraine “About the legal status of foreigners and individuals without citizenship” (with changes), Decrees of the President of Ukraine from 25.03.94 № 112 “About actions as to the development of economic cooperation of the regions of Ukraine with neighboring bordering regions of the Russian Federation” and from 30.06.94 № 271 “About actions as to the development of economic cooperation of the regions of Ukraine with neighboring regions of the Republic of Bielarus and the administrative territorial units of Moldova”, the regulations of the Cabinet of Ministries of Ukraine from 26.02.93 № 136 “About studying of foreign citizens in Ukraine “ (with changes) and from 05.08.98 № 1238 “About the ratification of the Regulation about the enrolment of foreigners and individuals without citizenship to studying in higher educational establishments”.

The foreigners who are granted scholarships according to the international agreements, general state programs, other international obligations of Ukraine, are accepted to study on the basis of directives of the Ministry of Education and Science within the volumes of state order.

2. Foreigners of the Ukrainian origin who have received the direction to study from the Ukrainian national cultural societies, entering the UAP at training directions “Art”, “Journalistic and information” have the same rights to receive the education as the citizens of Ukraine, including at entering to study within state order. They take part in the competition as to enrolment to study with points sum of the certificates of the Ukrainian center of education quality evaluation or with points sum of entering exams (creative contests) according to the article 5.5 of these rules.

3. Entering the other training directions (specialties) foreigners of the Ukrainian origin who have received the directions to study from the Ukrainian national cultural societies, have the same rights to receive the education as the citizens of Ukraine if they participated in international olympiads in general educational subjects, in which the entering exam according to these rules is defined as profile at enrolling to the chosen training direction (specialty).

4. The enrolment to study of foreigners and individuals without citizenship who live in Ukraine legally is made within licensed volume on the basis of international agreements of Ukraine; general state programs; agreements signed by the UAP with judicial and physical persons.

5. The entrants among foreigners and individuals without citizenship who are in Ukraine legally fill in the form of the given example, the application about the enrolment. 17.6. With the application the entrant adds:

- The document about the received educational (educational qualification) level and additions to it with the marks (points) in training disciplines, the originals or notarized copies, testified according to the legislature of the country of their issuing, translated into Ukrainian and validated in the proper manner;
- The document about absence of AIDS infection, testified according to the legislature of the issuing country;
- The medical certificate about the health state testified by the official body of health protection of the country from which the foreigner arrived, translated into Ukrainian and validated in the proper manner and issued not later than 2 months before the departure to studying in ukraine;
- The insurance policy in getting urgent medical help (except the foreigners who came from the countries which have agreements with ukraine about free urgent medical help);
- The document about the birth (the original or notarized copy), according to the legislature of the country of its issuing, translated into Ukrainian and validated in the proper manner;
- 6 Photos, size 6’4 sm;
- The return ticket with open date of departure to the motherland for 1 year.

6. The terms of presenting the documents for enrolment, the entering examinations and the enrolment are defined by chapter 4 of these rules.
Students Self-Government

Social Projects
Students Amateur Performances
Holidays and Entertainment

Summer Holidays at the Seaside

Festivals
Sport at UAP

Students of UAP Andriy and Mariya Stadnyk - Olympic Games Prize Winners

Victoria Mlynarska - European Prize Winner
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